



























More than 500 people, 
most of them women, gathered 
in St. James Park for the Alice Doesn't National 
Women's  
Strike Day rally sponsored by 
the National Organization 
of 
Women.  Eleven speakers from women's 
groups
 and 
state and local government
 addressed the noontime crowd 
in the
 park on Second and St. James streets. 
Armbands,
 
buttons and balloons proclaiming "Alice Doesn't!" were 
scattered liberally throughout the audience. Signs dotted 
the landscape and 
espoused causes ranging from anti-
abortion to welfare reform. Childcare services 
were  pro-
























By Steve Wright 
Average daily sales at the Spartan Pub 
have dropped 25.5 per cent since the 
boycott protesting 
the  sale of Coors 
began Oct. 1, according to a report 
released by Harry 
Wineroth,
 director of 
Spartan Shops. 
Wineroth told the shops board of 
directors at its meeting yesterday that 
the Coors boycott and "the attendant 
publicity" has had 
an
 effect on Spartan 
Pub  sales. 
However, the report said that another 
factor in the sales drop may be that the 
"novelty weeks"
 after the pub opening 
have ended. 
The directors also listened to 
members of the Coors Boycott Coalition 
I 
CBC) and a student
 who 
said  he 
wanted students to be able to make up 
their own mind on whether or not to 
boycott Coors. 
The 
board maintained their previous 
position of keeping Coors in the pub at 
the conclusion of the meeting. 
According to the pub report, during 
the period of Sept. 8 
to Sept. 30, the 
average daily sales were $985 with an 
average of 12 half 












By John Bodle 
"This 
office will be closed all day for 
Alice Doesn't," a 
partially
 torn sign on 
the door of the AS. Program Board's 
office said yesterday. 
What the sign did not say is 
that the 
employes there and in the
 A.S. Business 
Office 
got a paid day off. 
The decision to let 
the women have 
the day of womens' strike off came 
from Greg 
Soulds,  AS. business office 
manager, according
 to Sam Engel, 
assistant to A.S. President John Rico. 
Soulds, who also took the day off, is 
the only male 
employe. 
"That's what John (Rico) told me," 
Engel 
said. 
Rico could not be reached for com-
ment. 
Soulds will have to answer to A.S. 
Council for his decision, 
Engel quoted 
Rico
 as saying. 
Soulds could not be reached for 
comment. His mother at his home said 
that he "left early this morning" and 
did not say 
where  he was going. 
Councilman Steve Meyer said he 
appreciates the motives of the women, 
but "I don't think it was 
correct"  for 
them to get a paid day off. 
Meyers said he "really couldn't 
answer" if Soulds had the right to make 
the decision. 
But councilman Michael Switzer said 
the decision should 
be left up to Soulds 








Employes in the business
 office and 
the program board are paid from A.S. 
fees. Students 
enrolled at SJSU full 
time pay $10 each semester during 
registration
 for A.S. fees. Part time 
students pay $5. 
Lynn 
Russell,
 a graduate student in 
home economics, said she had 
just
 got 
out of a class discussion on "women 
working for a cause"
 and people's 
reactions to Alice Doesn't day. 
She said she was surprised at her own
 
reaction when the day
 hit her per-
sonally at the business office. Russell 
had let loose




she  saw the
 lights 
off  in the 
office. 
Russell said she needed to cash a 
check to buy supplies for an assign-
ment. 
Tom Curtis, an 
employe at the 
student information booth in the S.U. 
said he had received 20 to 30 complaints
 
within the first four hours the business 
office usually is open. 
Curtis said he sent the complainers 
up to the A.S. office to voice their 
complaints. 
He could see no reason why employes 
should receive a paid day off at the 
expense of students, he said. 
Curtis said he was not offered the day 
off. 
Verne Gossett, supervisor of the AS. 
print show, said the women employes at 
the shop decided to stay 
on the job. 
Gossett said the women thought they 
would not get paid if 
they  did not work. 
The women are on the work study 
program. 
-We've been like this all morning," 
Gossett said, nodding towards the line 
of students wating to get materials 
printed or photocopied. "We've been  
busy 
ever
 since I unlocked the
 door this 
morning.
 





working under the work study program 
can receive money for hours they never 
worked.  
"They can only get paid for the hours 
they work," explained Richard Pfaff, 
assistant director of financial aid. 
Soulds has no authority to promise 
work study students a paid day off, 
Pfaff said. Often, both salaried and 
work study 
women  work in the business 
office. 
Any student who reported hours he or 
she did not actually work, "would be 
subject to falsification of records," 
Pfaff said. 
The person would then have to pay 
the money back, he 
added. 
during the 17 
day period. 
Since the 
boycott began, the report 
stated from the period
 of Oct. 1 to Oct. 
24, the 
average
 daily sales had dropped 
to $733 with six half kegs
 sold per day 
over the 18 
day period. 
The report
 concluded,  "We (Spartan 
Shops 
I 
must consider that the first two 
weeks
 were 
novelty  weeks and now  that 
it has settled down, the boycott of Coors 
and the
 attendent publicity has had 
some effect on sales." 
From its opening 
date  Sept. 8 to Oct.  
24, the report showed that more 
Coors 
had been 
sold than any other beer. 
Rich 'rhawley, AS. vice president 
and member of the board, told the other 
directors that the A.S. council had 
voted to support the boycott and to 
"strongly" urge that Coors be removed 
until  the U.S. 
District  Court 
had made a 
decision  on the 
discrimination  
charges  
against the company. 
To the surprise of the 15 CBC 
members and sympathizers attending 
the meeting and to the board as well, 
John Watson, junior business major, 
spoke in opposition to the CBC request 
that Coors be removed from the pub. 
"I myself have 
a petition going 
around to 
keep Coors on 
campus
 and to 
let students 




This came after CBC spokesman J. 
Michael Gonzales told the board 
that 
the CBC had over 1,500 signatures in 
support of the boycott. 
"I have picked up 200 signatures," 
Watson told the board, "without any 
kind of 
organization.  There
 are six 
other students who 









By Dana Bottorff 
A plan to 
restructure  the method of 
student fee payments has been 
proposed by a group of  representatives 
from the business, academic
 and ad-
missions  sectors of the university. 
Scott Anderson, advance registration 
( formerly CAR) director, said the plan 
has not yet been 
approved  by the 
council of deans. It has been agreed 
upon
 by the representatives at planning 
meetings which took place this week. 
According to 
Anderson, the plan has 
three main aspects which correspond to 
the three methods of registration. 
Some procedures remain 
Anderson 
said the method of payment 
for student participating 
in advance 
registration will remain essentially the 
same as it has been in the past two 
semesters. 
Fees will be due Jan. 5, and students 
will receive fee payment 
cards with 
their class schedules in the mail. The 
cards must be returned with the 
payment. 
Under the plan, students who register 
during walk-through registration in the 
spring will be required to pay their
 fees 
as they leave the registration area, 
Anderson 
said.  
In the past they have been billed at a 
later 
date.  
According to the plan, those who skip 
the advance registration and walk-
through methods and register during 
the add -drop time will be required to 
first go to the university cashier's office 
and pay the "base fee," Anderson said. 
Students
 then will add the classes 
they wish to take and pay the balance, if 




In the past, Anderson said, "permits 
to register" were mailed out to students 
who did not participate in CAR. 
Students could use the permits to 
participate in either walk-through or 
add -drop registration. 
Anderson said the meetings at which 
the 
plan was formulated were attended 
by 
himself;
 Clyde Brewer, director of 
admissions and records; Garvin Ivans, 
university controller; Glen Gut-
tormsen, 
director  of business affairs; 
Executive Vice President Burton 
Brazil; Executive Dean 
Robert  Picht; 
Dean of Academic Planning John Foote 
and Pat Stadel of the campus computer 
center. 
Anderson said one of the reasons for 
the new plan is that his department was 
required this 
year to report the full-
time enrollment (FTE) figures before 
the final deadline for 
payment














By Terry LaPorte 





The nightmare's sceanrio 
goes like 
this:  
The athletic program at 
the major 
university heads for













 waking up  to meet
 the problem, the 
officials







many  cases, that sup-
port comes




























































membership  of 
1,500 
ncludes












Ind  virtually 
every  top 
administrator  
at SJSU. 
Started in 1958, the foundation went 
chrough a period of 
relative  inactivity 
)efore beginning its current boom. 
"The whole spectrum of community 
upport is increasing dramatically 
hroughout the country," foundation 
Ixecutive director Ben Reichmuth said. 
'Our need 
just  arose earlier." 
Reichmuth 
said the press for funds 
Was felt at SJSU in 1969, years before 
juts in funding for athletics began to be 
elt at other 
universities.  
"In a way it's fortunate, because we 
were




 "preparation" has 
meant a 
dramatic increase 





Service  shows that in 
1969,
 the foundation brought
 in $49,805. 
This
 year, the figure
 is $250,000. 
Reichmuth said $55,000 
alone  came 
from faculty, 
coaches  and ad-
ministrators at SJSU. 
The administration is a key 
factor in 
fund raising, according to Reichmuth. 
Administrators contribute 
SJSU President John 
Bunzel, 
Academic  Vice President 
Hobert
 
Burns, Executive Vice 
President 
Burton 
Brazil,  and several deans are 
members of and contributors to the 
foundation. 
"Among
 state university and colleges 
schools,  we have the 
best ad-
ministrative




 critics have said 
administration 
members place too 
much emphasis on 
athletic fund 
raising,













 that a similar fund-
raising program for 
academic areas 
does not exist 
at SJSU. 
Noah said the University 
Foundation,  
the comparative academic fund group, 
does not solicit funds, but only accepts 
the 
gifts  when they are given. 
Academic Vice President Hobert 
Burns, 
involved  in both foundations 
said, "The University Foundation is not 
by its charter a 




 that the 
University Foundation could legally 
gather money. "Anybody can raise 




Burns  denied an 














 Burns said. 
Burns said 
he
 has given 
money  "out 
of my own 
pocket" to the 
Spartan 
Foundation







 where my 
money  goes.'' 
Bunzel recently called for a group to 
investigate fund raising for
 academic 
areas, Burns said. 
In addition, 
Burns said, many con-
tributors to the Spartan Foundation 
also contribute gifts to the
 University 
Foundation. 
Burns said there 
is a difficulty in 
funding academic
 programs because 
there is not
 the same rabid interest
 






 are just 
interested
 in the program,"
 Reichmuth 
said.  "Many went 
to other state 
universities  
and






 that most 



























 the fact that the 
donations
 are

















"minor"  sports 
than
 in the past 
sports  which do 
not generate
 funds for 
themselves,
 such as 





 past almost all of the foun-
dation's money went to football. This
 
year the 
money donated  for the sports 
other than football equalled the amount 





Approximately $70,000 was 
received 
in donations specified for particular 
sports, Reichmuth said. For example, a 
donor may specify that his 
gift  can go 
for  his favorite sport. 
However, the 








 be ensured 
$70,000 in foundation 
funds each year. 







































But the large percentage of 
money  
given to the foundation















































































Ernst  is 
that
























































what  I said: 
I 










 and it 
takes  no 
























first,  the lack 
of time, 
for it 




in the debate 
that the senate
 an-
ticipates  a 
report
 in the near 
future  and 
not sometime
 next Spring;













and  the 
transcripts

















not  see 





























 of the 














objectivityfor,  to 
the best of 
my
 memory,
 I did not use
 the 
word 





 Ernst. The 
judgment  that
 a report 
lacks 
objectivity
 must be 
based on a 
posteriori 











 to the court" 
italics added).
 What I said was 
that  we 
didn't. We 
resisted an attempt
 to have 
them 
produced  in court, 
and
 the court 
upheld our position.
 But it was made 
clear to Mr. Ernst
 that, should a 
court  
order 
the  release of such 
materials,  the 
university would of 




 is a 
significant 




other  members of 
the
 Senate 
and the academic 
community I look 
forward to 
the submission of 
the for-
thcoming








Editor's note: Dr. Burns was quoted as 
saying, "I think it will be biased,"
 when 
asked 











Although the quote was inadvertently 
left out of the story, it led reporter Doug 
Ernst to conclude 
that
 Dr. Burns 
believed the
 pending report to be 
something other than objective. 
A check of the reporter's notes of the 
interview revealed that the word 
"won't" used in the 
story  should have 
been "didn't." An 
error was made in 













 shut up! That's 
what I keep saying to 
myself  as I sit 
here, at a table on the 
second floor of 
the reserve book 
library. 
The 
noise  level up here is unreal. In 
the 
center of the floor,
 closely 
congregated at two of the 
tables,
 are at 
least 15 
people,  whose loud talking and 
laughter has created quite a distur-
bance. On each of the tables sits a  
person who appears to be the con-
ersation 
regulater of 
the  group. 
It's 
apparent,  since there've
 been no 
attempts made
 by anyone in 
the  group 
to 
contain  his laughter













I can't imagine 
what for. 




 with the 
suggestion 
that they shut
 the hell up. 
I really don't 
Reviewer doesn't 
fathom 
exhibit,  so she knocks 
it 
Editor: 
While we expect reviewers to allow 
some personal opinion to color an ar-
ticle, we 
also expect, even today, that 
they have at least a rudimentary grasp 
of that which they review. 
With sepcific reference to Terry 
Gilles' article on "Mail Process 
Pieces"
 Friday, Oct. 17 ) I would like to 
say 
that!
 certainly have no objection to 
an 
individual  being befuddled, but I 
must take 
exception





 it has been my un-
derstanding that an exhibition is 
just 
that: A presentation, not
 an ex-
planation. Those who 
expect  to have 
their experiences 
predigested  and the 
thinking process circumvented
 should, 
in my opinion, confine 
their  activities to 
television. 
Finally,  
I would suggest 
that Ms. 
Gilles return 
to "Review" the 
remainder of the
 exhibition. It would 
appear 




 she missed it. 
Stephen Moore 
Director,  Student Union Gallery
 
Removal
































































































































































































and to the 
point 







i JC 2011) between 
tarn








 to edit 
for 
length. style,
















 of student issues? 
Finally, Mr.
 Ytreus claims the 
voices 
of students 
"have  been 
replaced  by 
coalitions 

















Mr. Ytreus must be 
















would  help anyway. 
In fact, it 
might 




 first time I've been 
unappreciatively  entertained by a 
group of 
inconsiderate
 students whose 
library behavior is uncouth and in-
furiating. 
I'd like to see it stop. 
After all, if we are fortunate enough 
to have a beautiful and spacious student 
union building to go to, to chat and 
laugh out loud, we should use  it for that 
purpose and leave the library to those 
who'd rather study without being 
distracted.  
Well, it looks like the party's 
breaking up over there. I'll get back to 









It seems to me the issue of showing 
porno films on campus has become 
clouded and confused. Some say the 
program board let 
a few "narrow-
minded zealots" 
make  their decision to 
cancel 
"The  Devil in Miss 
Jones."  
The truth is that on 
Oct. 14 the 
program board 
publicly asked for 
student opinion on 
whether or not they 
should continue with
 the planned 
showing of this porno
 film. The in-
vitation was extended to every 
student. Based 
on
 the responses they 
received the 
board  cancelled the 
showing.
 
Now there are 
claims that because 
more than 
2,000 people saw "Deep 
Throat" the program 
board  shouldn't 
"dictate"  the "moral
 values" of 
students. The fact 
remains: every 
student had the opportunity
 to express 
their opinion. If they
 did not then they 




























By Mark Stafforini 
It told us 
things
 would be better. 
It said there would be 
less runaround. 
It told us things were going to "work 
out much easier for the 
students."  
It said the new add-drop procedures 
would be an improvement over the old 
system. 
It said so, and we believed It. 
So when I decided to drop one section 
of a class and add another 
section  I 
used the new procedures. And it did 
seem easytoo
 easy. 
To drop a class, all you have to do is 
cross your name out on the computer 
printout and fill in the little bubble, It 
said. 
So I crossed out my name and filled in 
the 
bubblewith a No. 2 pencil. 




enough,  It added the section I 
wanted. And 
sure  enoughwhoopsIt 
forgot to 
drop
 the other section. 
"This is your official record of 
enrollment," the verification form said. 
"Notify  the Office of 
Records,  LN110, 
comment
 ) 
immediately of any discrepancies." 
As I walked over to the registrar's 
office, I kept asking myself why this 
had to happen to me. 
After waiting in line for 15 minutes, I 
realized
 I was not alone. A lot of people 
were having  similar problems. 
When I finally got to the window I 
explained my problem to the smiling 
woman. She said she would check it out. 
She returned five minutes later and 






After telling her I had crossed my 
name out and marked the bubble, she 
gave me two 
options: 
 I could check with the instructor
 to 
see if he had a record of the drop. 
 I could take a drop slip, have it 
signed by the instructor and the 
department
 chairman and return it to 
the  registrar's 
office. 
What would happen if I 
took the 
second  option,
 I asked. 
She said I 
would 
be given
















withdrawal  on 
my 
record,"  I 
said.  She didn't
 hear. 
"Don't 
worry,"  she 
said.  "Here, 
take 
this drop 
form,  just in 
case." 
Yeah, 




are  easier, I 
thought, 





friend  who 
I had 
explained  my 
situation
 to, came 
to see me 
later  that 
day. He had
 an incredulous
 look on 
his  
face.  
"It did it to 
me,  too," he said, 
showing 
me
 his verification 
form. A class he 
thought
 he had 
dropped




 us, and we sure 
listened.  
"The number of things the student 
has to do has been reduced 
significantly," It had said. 
And what or who is It? 




'Alice Doesn't' gets little 
support  
since 
women  aren't organized 
By John A. Ytreus 
According to 
recent
 press reports, 
"Alice Doesn't Day" failed to inspire a 
groundswell of 
support. 








MURIEL IS SICK AND
 WISHES lbu'D 
WRITE 

















strations of protest 
and other forms of 
publicity  
present,  but 
most  Alices 
went 
to work,
 bought food, took care
 of their 
children and had 
dinner






 for this non -protest
 are 
simpleAmerican  women 
have  been 
programmed  throughout 
their lives to 
be mommies 
and  homemakers. 
This image 
is supported in the press 
and in  
our  educational 
system.
 
In short, most women are far more 
comfortable





In grammar school textbooks, 
women are cast into roles that have 
traditionally belonged to them
mothers,  nurses, teachers, bank tellers 
and 
babysitters.  
In most American novels, women are 
rarely portrayed as the main 
character. They 
usually  follow the 
dictates and wishes of their more 
decisive-appearing males. 
The vast majority of religions in the 
United States and the world have 
traditionally professed that women are 




on sexism and most 
women today 
are  content to live 
peacefully  
with  it. 
Since World War 
II, though, 
American
 women have 
shared the 
economic
 burdens of their families by 
working









































 when food 
and other 




 will not leave
 their jobs in 
these 
economic
 hard times 






effective  way 
women  can 
inspire















 in the 
electoral  
process.  If 
change  will
 come, it 
must 
start at the polls. 
Women 






























































































 castle, but this person's 
castle  
again,
 off -again 
warm  






been teased lately 
by on- 
tage of an "on" 
day to 
relax  and 
luxuriate  in the sun. 
'Devoted








By Keith Miley 
Virtually anyone who
 has 






read at least 
one book written by him.
 
His novels 
are so popular 
that editions
 of the earlier 
ones are hard to find because 
most copies finally wore out 
after being passed 
from
 
reader to reader. 
John 
Steinbeck was










But while his written 
works are so 
admired  and 
studied, little is known or 
understood about the man 
who considered most of his 
novels good but not great. 
Only three universities
 in 
the United States have 
research 
centers  devoted to 
Steinbeck. SJSU is one. 
Devoted 
to Steinbeck 
And, the center's director
 
added, it is the 
most  ex-
tensive  of those, 
"the only 
room in the 
world I know of 
devoted to 
only Steinbeck." 
The Steinbeck Research 
Center is located 
on the sixth 
floor of the
 SJSU library. 
Created 
in 1974 through 
the  
donations
 of materials, 
the 
center  now consists 
of
 more 






 and taped 







Many of the books are
 rare 
first editions 
and  some have 
inscriptions
 written by 
Steinbeck  to the 
original
 
owner of the book.
 
A complete





and  40 un-
published 


































































born  in 
San 










































herein  are not 
necessarily  
those























 peach Semester, 
Si SO Off 
campus 
price  per copy. 10 cents 
Phone 277 
31111  Advertising 
277 






the daughter of a 
local
 lawyer, and
 it was in 
nearby Los








 grew up 
in Salinas. 










that  had really 
dealt 
with






hid  from 
people 
and hated the 
camera. He felt popularity 
was dangerous to a writer 
because he lost perspective 




In 1936 Steinbeck was 










camps  in 
California. 
It was the 
experiences  in 
these 









 did some 
other  
reporting 
after  achieving 
fame 












he recorded his 
im-
pressions 
for a book about
 
the Russian people 
and land. 
The land is something 
important 
in all of Stein -
beck's  work and Cox 
said he 
"really loved it," 
although 
he often saw
 himself as an 
outsider.
 
Cox said she 
takes  some of 
her students






Monterey  so 
they  can see 









has  come 
from the
 letters he wrote to 
relatives and friends, 
Cox 
said. 
A collection of these letters 
has just 
been
 published by 
his 
widow and Cox is 
com-
paring these letters with 
some very 
personal  ones in 









really interested in 
going to 
college but that his family 
wanted him to 
so he enrolled 
at Stanford," she said. 
"His family wasn't rich so 
he would 
often have to drop 
school
 for awhile and work 
for 
money."  
"He felt a lot 
of influence 
at Stanford and














famous  he 
told them 
luck had a 







































aptitude tests and reported 
that he had 
the ability to do 
anything he wanted, Cox 
said. 
But he always
 wanted to 
write. In some letters he 
showed occasional doubts 
but he 
always  ended 
believing  he would even-
tually  make it. 
She feels that because he 
secluded
 himself for long 
periods of time while writing
 
he needed to get out after 
finishing a novel and this 




 kept journals on 
all navels, Cox said. 
Usually  
these were letters
 to friends 
in which he "warmed up" 
for 
a day's writing by 
discussing 
the
 progress he was making 
on a particular work. 
"Sometimes going through 
more than 10 pencils a day 
and developing blisters on 
his fingers from writing,  he 
seemed to know his stories 
by memory," Cox said. 
She said that like many 
great 
writers  he started 
from a single "picture" of a 
plot and worked from this 
central 
idea. 
According to Cox, Stein -
beck's ability to "see"
 his 
novels in their 
entirety  





he had to 
rewrite  Of 
Mice and 





 said a 
comparison  
between  the 
manuscript  of 
The Grapes 
of
 Wrath and 
the  
printed 











 and "that his 
stories 
could 
have  been 
better,"  Cox 
said.
 "He was 
more in-
terested  in the 


























child  he heard
 two words 
rhyme and 
that











































at the Palo Alto 
Area
 Democratic 




 Hayden said the 
country is ending its






demanded  to 
have  an equal 














overseas  to 











relationships"  to 
Chile, Spain,






companies  blamed 
Hayden said an example of 
the consumer getting 
gouged  
is the 
Mort American oil 
companies are making to 
remove 
regulations  on 
natural gas prices. 
After that, the oil com-
panies would push the 
natural gas price up to 
parallel the 







D.-S.C.,  Hayden 
said 
removal
 of natural gas 











regulations,  has 
aligned 
himself
 with the 
Republicans,






away  from a "huge" 
amount  
of military spending. 
Other uses 
Diversification 















industry  and 
providing  
housing








speech if he thought 
there 
was a chance 
of beating 
Tunney. The
 man noted that 





 "those in Orange 








 that his 




definite  set of 
political
 beliefs. 
"The politicians trying to 
satisfy all interests
 only get 
knee-deep in mush," said 
Hayden. 
His campaign
 is not 
designed to "cajole" people 
to register and vote, rather 
it's
 to raise the public's 
consciousness
 on political 
Four 







Irene  Horn 
Danforth  Fellowships of up 








Dr. John Galm, 
chairman 
of the English Department 
and campus 
representative  




terested in the fellowships 
through Nov.
 11. His office is 
FO 102. 
Each college campus is 
allowed four Danforth 
Fellowship candidates. They 
are chosen from a com-
mittee 
picked
 by the college 
president. 




intellectual  ability and 
academic achievement, 
 personal characteri-
stics which will contribute to 
teaching and relating to 
students, 
 concern for
 ethics, the 
educational






Fellowships are open to all 
qualified persons who seek 
careers in college teaching 
or administration, and who 
plan to study for a doctorate. 
Applicants must be under 




Students enrolled at the 
time of application in a 
combined
 BA. -MA. 
program are eligible if the 
bachelor's degree has not yet 
been earned. 
Applicants must be 
planning to enter an 
Health insurance 





that cannot be 
treated at the 
student 
Health Center, an 
insurance program is 
being  
offered this year
 that could 
ease the 
high  cost of medical
 
treatment. 






 will be 
offered  















minimal -cost medical in-
surance 
program being 


















who  wish to be 
covered by the 
program  can 
fill out the pamphlets and 






















































WITH  00 
Hl 1 i SE AT: 














JOSE  - 294-3312 
550
 
SOUTH FIRST STREET - SAN
 JOSE
 - 9988610 
396 












graduate school next fall. 
The fellowship 
award  is for 
one year
 and is normally 
renewable until the degree is 
completed  or for up to 
four 
years of graduate study. 
Need is factor 
Fellowship
 awards are 
based 
on
 individual need, but 
may not exceed 
$2,275 
( single 
person) or $2,450 
married
 




Examination  Aptitude Tests 
in verbal and quantitative
 
skills are required. Galin is 
available 
to




 can be 
held









LET US HELP 
YOU 
PLAN 
AHEAD  TO 
BECOME
 A CPA 
MEW 






916 446 I say 




and economic matters,  
according to Hayden. 
"We have to demonstrate 
that the expansion 
philosophy of expanding and 
conquering new frontiers is 
gone," Hayden said. 
He said the only frontier to 
develop is the "timeless and 
unlimited one of improving 
ourselves and our living 
situations."  
To accomplish his goal, his 
campaign has 
been  spending 
more than $1,000
 a day. He 
has spent more than $100,000 
since he announced his 


























the definitive pictorial history
 
in the reprint edition film 
buffs have been waiting for.-
--Publulters Weekly 
And in the 
same big. 
















NI t\  
$795




















































































































































Largest  dance floor 
holding
 over 500 
people 
at
 one time. 
Authentic discotheque 
atmosphere with full 
sound system 




NOTRE  DAME 
Downtown San Jose, 
around corner from 
the 





































































































 he hopes 
to 
break 
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Santa  Clara's 
Mark 
Oto 

















a lot easier for a team 
to "get up" for a big 
game  which 
could go either 
way  than one it is 
favored
 to win. 
lithe SJSU soccer players 
had been up anymore for 
Tuesday's soccer
 game against Santa Clara 
University  at 
Buck Shaw Stadium their feet would 
have never touched the 
ground.
 
The Spartans played unrelenting defense and finally 
managed to score the game's only goal in overtime to take a 
1-0 victory. 
The win was important in that it kept the team's post-
season play chances alive, 
upping
 its record to 84.1 against 
all college opposition and 3-1 in West Coast Intercollegiate 
Soccer
 Conference games. 
"We felt we could win and the guys played that way all of 
the way," stated coach Julie Menendez. 

























The Spirits of the Dead 
Sat.














































































identical  2-0 records. 
Both teams also left 
San 
Jose 
field  with 
identical
 





















































plenty  of 
tension
 as we played
 before a 
home crowd 
of nearly 200. 
We




and  were better 
conditioned.  If we 
had five 
more 
minutes,  we would
 
have beat 

































































 Pants  Shirts 
 Western  Jackets 
 Jewelry  Belts 
.0 
A It 
The only goal 
of the game came in the first overtime on a 
penalty kick 
by Easy Perez. 
The 
attempt was set up when Jim Mimmack 
was  tripped in 
the Broncos' penalty area. 
"I got the ball on the break and
 I was tripped as I tried to 
shoot,"
 said Mimmack. 
The freshman added that he would have had a good shot at 
the goal if he had not been tripped. 
Perez followed the 
penalty
 with a kick into the lower left 
corner
 of the net, his 18th goal of the year and third score on 
penalties.  
The goal came with 7:42 gone in the first overtime period. 
Under NCAA rules, 
if
 a league game is tied after the 
regulation 90 minutes,







 are played whether 
a team scores or 
not. There is no -sudden death." 
Outstanding performances 
Outstanding defensive performances were turned in by 
Rick St. Clair,




St. Clair was selected 
by the coaches as the defensive 
player of the game. 
It was his responsibility to guard Joe Barbosa, the Broncos 
most 
dangerous  player. 
Heaps
 praise 
Menendez  also praised the 
play
 of Mimmack. 
"Mimmack 
played
 a great game, he was 
giving 100 per 
cent all of the 
time. It was his best 
game."  
Perez 
and John Smillie provided 
most of the offensive 
attack 
for SJSU and narrowly 
missed on several scoring
 
opportunities.  
Perez had two shots in 
the first half of the game. 
On his first attempt
 he couldn't handle the 
centering  pass 
and 
the ball rolled harmlessly away. 
"I misjudged it," Perez 
said.  "I had two choices, I could 
have shot it or tried to 
control.  I tried to control it but it 
went
 
by too fast." 
His second shot came on 






Smillie had a 
chance  on a shot with one 
minute remaining 
in the first half 
but his attempt was wide. 
In the 











Clara defense was 
as stingy as the 
Spartans'  as 
Bronco goalie 
Terry Weekes and 




 every shot 
sent  their way. 
Each
 team got off 11 
shots on goal in the
 game and each 
goalie
 recorded 4 saves.
 
In 
the  two overtimes 
SJSU did not allow
 the Broncos to 
get 
a shot on goal. 
The Spartans
 recorded two







 to play 
















A wee! of 
activities devoted 










 film "THE 
ISRAELIS"  
Noon,









Israel,  "THE 
YOM  KIPPUR 
WAR" Noon,
 Student 
Union  "UM 




































Celebration -Join us for FOLK 
DANCING
 and fun.













By Tom Stienstra 




 for the  first time in 
SJSU's 70 -year 
athletic 













honor 19 student 









boosters oriented to the 
funding of 
Spartan  athletic 
programs.  
"It's










 for the 
foundation.
 




allocated $10,000 to the. 
women's
 athletic program. 
The money was obtained in 
the foundation's annual fund 
drive, 
in which community 
members 
donate money to 
SJSU athletics.
 
The  $10,000 was raised 
directly
 from efforts by 
women during the 
pledge
 
drive, Fuller said. 
Joyce 
Malone,  women's 
athletic  director, 
raised 
$3,450 according




topped a list of 
17 






of the Spartan 
Foundation, 
and 
Malone  were not 
available  for comment. 
Fencers funded 
Fencers




















p.m. in the 
Men's Gym. 
The  varsity has
 won only 
one 
of
 the last 10 
bouts  of this 
series. 
The 
varsity squad will 
include  Keith 
Nakasone,  last 
season's NCAA 139-pound 
champ and National 
Amateur  Athletic Union 
first -place winner, and 
fellow NCAA champions 
Randy Sumida and Mike 
Kessler.  




 NCAA champ, has 
competed in the World Judo 
Games in Vienna,
 Austria, 
and just came 
back
 from the 
Pan American Games 
which  
were held in Mexico City. 
The alumni will feature 
former NCAA champs Dan 
Kikuchi,





 Doug Graham, 




of athletes receiving grants. 
Fencer Stacey Johnson, 
from 
Mesa. 




World Junior Champion. 
Johnson is accompanied 
by Vincent Hurkey 
(Fort  
Worth), defending National 
Collegiate
 Women's 
Champion and Gay 
D'Asaro
 
(Ripon),  who attended the 
Pan American 
Games and 
has been selected to try out 
for the U.S. Olympic team. 
San 
Joseans included 
San Jose women receiving 
grants
 are Mary 
Cortese  






























 Alto) in 
swimming  and Maria Pagac
 
and Janis










 medalist in 
the 1968 
and 1972 








 list are 
Annette 
Espinosa















































Vigilante,  city style - 
judge, jury, and 
executioner.  







OCT.  31 









I 1415 S. F 





















PROFESSIONAL  COLOR 
PHOTO FINISHING 























our classy platform 











































the mysterious role 





At right, he's shown in a more conventional role
-teaching
 












Graham Hempel doesn't try 
to limit his rigorous teaching 
assignments only to the 
classroom. 
On weekend evenings, the 
SJSU folk dance teacher can 





European  dance steps. 
In full dance costume, the 




 guard from the 




International Folk Dance 
and Balkan Dance two nights 
a week on campus. 
A 
typical  Hempel lecture 
demonstration usually 
consists of the instructor
 
leaping through the air 
waving a bandana tb convey 











ensemble  he 
organized 
called Khadra 



















his time to 
teaching
 simple 
European dance steps at 
Aitose, a Greek tavern,
 and 




 in Berkeley 
where Hempel lives. 
"I teach a few steps and 
then put on records 
and  the 
people dance," Hempel said. 
"It is really much like going 
















dance of the 
Caucasus 
his specialty. 




















































































should  be well
-versed 



















 the lands 
from which 
































 in a chain
 and 
consist
 of fairly 
















Yugoslavian  dance in 
which 
a man dances with two 
women.  
The women, one on each 
arm, are guided 
in different 
directions.  
Hempel also teaches 
the 
"Drmesh,"
 a shaking dance 
where
 the body quivers up 
and down as the feet are 
moving. 













































AVE., SAN 1051 
At freeway 210-244,6262 
21167 












































dances,"  said 
Hempel.  
"Bagpipes  are





 the world, 
not  just 
Scotland 
Flutist performs today 
1, 
lutist  Isabelle Chapuis Starr, whom 
sonic critics have 
described as mastering





part-time SJSU insturctor, Starr 
will accompany 
organist John Walker for 
a free one-hour concert in the
 Music 
Building Concert 
Hall  at 2:30 p.m. 
Born in 
Dijon,
 France, she 
studied flute at 
the  
Con  
servatoire  de 
Paris. 
The 
winner of every important prize at 





Germany,  Italy, Turkey 
and 
Greece
 among other countries,




Walker,  performing with Starr, is 
also an 
SJSU lecturer. He taught 
organ  at the American Con-
servatory
 of Music in Chicago and has been described 
by
 
critics as "one of the 









































graduate  of 
the 
Julliard 



































Orchestra,  is a 











House of Surplus 
Clothing
 G I goods I( 
1 24 
E.
 Santa Clara 




Sparisia  Dail, 
arts 
Scottish  troupe dances today 
The  Red Thistle 
Scottish 
Dancers 
will  perform 
lively
 
Reels and jigs 
today during 
Studio 
Hour at 3:30 
p.m.  in 
the 
Studio  Theatre, SD 103. 
The 
troupe
 of skilled 
dancers, 
members
 of the 
Royal Scottish
 Country 
Dance  Society, a worldwide 
organization 
based in 
Scotland, will perform 
Scottish




































San Jose Agency 
915 North Bascom 
Avenue  
San Jose, 









   
If you enjoy going out, but find nightclubs a bit of a 
turn. 
off  check out 
WILD ON MONDAY; for the 
GOOD  TIMES. 











 DAILY CLASSIFIEDS 
Reach over 23,000 
people
 in the 
SJS 




-Ord largest daily on Santa 
Clara  
County  
MWF 10 12 
301
 30 3:00 
TTH 11 0 30 1 303:00
 
Dept. Of 














 juice. Food 
Stamps OK M rrrrr tha's Sand
-
Wickes. 126E San 




-For tun, agility, 
exercise  and 
Trace. Special classes 
for the 
collegeage beginner Classes now 
forming for 
beginning  and in 
termediate 
students.  Eufrazoa 
School 
of Ballet 241 1300 
Friday 
Flicks  by Alpha Phi Omega 
Presents.
 Death Wish, starring
 
Charles
 Bronson Friday, Oct. 31, 
Morris Dailey Aud 
S1.00.  Two 
shows- 









and up. PASEO BUILDING. 210 
South  First Street, San Jose, Mr. 
Owsley, Manager,  797
 2737 
The 
Christian Science Organization at 
CSUSJ
 invites
 you 10 
visit with us 
on 
Thursday evenings
 at 7.30 in 
Memorial
 Chapel on campus or visit 




Pizza".  505 So. 
10th St..  Suite 
102. 
Swedish 






Salvador, I CCIa m Food Stamps OK 
II You 
Have
 A Loving Heart And A 




























Saloon at 163 W Santa 
Clara is now 





 folk rock vocal bar
 




 night from 9 prn 
to 1 am 
automotive 
A Ten Percent Discount













W San Carlos 
S.J. Your cost will be 
Icy' 
$531
 50 6 




 cars) Parts & labor included
 





















Datsun  cars 
Call  
Fterbert







 RUGS 'N 
LEATHER"  
Tye dye and ind.a  
Bedspreads.





chokers, V 50 
and over Incense, 















any  TN.. 
Hi-Fi,  
























998  2693 

















Belgian   
Poppy, AKC 
female





Rossini), III Salomon Binding 5160 
sr 12 Caber boots 565. both used 7 
days
 only Eves Paul 297 0737 
BOOKS NEW 
AND USED 





women's, Afro America, 
Chicano and anti imperialist 
studies. poetry,  fiction,  biography, 
children's
 books and lots more. 
Personal
 service. special 
orders  
welcome. Get on our 
mailing list for 


















Bob and Barbara Lindsay 
'70 Opel Kadett Yellow w talc vinyl
 top 
Good cond.,
 very clean, most 
sell  




Calcul   HP21 SIM, HP22 S155, 
HP 250102. 51250A S91, S1251A 5140 
5 day delivery Send price and 6 
Percent
 tax (pref moneyorder
 1 to 
Cheap Calcul   
Co.
 636 4th St 








or best offer 
Can 
297.1330 evenings and weekends 
"Vox" 
electric bass like new. Also 
"Jordan" amp w two IS" speakers 
Good deal Call 
Mark  290-4615 Many 
extras 
1969 Lincoln Cowl, 4 dr,  
full
 power w 
air, new tires. runs and 
looks great 
S1650 or best offer Call 
7361193
 pm 




w,  sealed, 
only 545 
Call  
769 0861, ask for Mark 
41
 







new 430 E Maude No. 11 Sunny. 732-
4599 
Waterbed r   
Discount
 proces- Find your best price, 
then call us, 14151  969 7309 
For Sale: 1964 Plymouth Sport Fury.
 
Vow 








Need tutor for Physics 2A. 
Call
 Julie at 
(Al 
3085 after 10 
pm
 
Grubb  & Ellis Commercial 

































































Pr imar o ly weekends 
Sales,  
cooking 
experience  required 





Co  1790 Odd 
stad Rd..
 Redwood
 City (4151 365 
1215 
Jewelry Sales
-Now to X.Mas 
M or 
F.
 full time or part
 time, 
flex 
nrs Commission  only, 
but should 
make
 54 10 per
 hr on easy sales 
Call Bob 
667  7893 eves 
Responsible students 
over  IS. Earn Single Adults Enrich 
your






 disabled tending 
coffee. fellowship & Bible 
Local. 




 (behind Sears, 
San Carlos & Meridian) 
Provision 
4 Job 




 per he. For men 
and women. Work Saturdays & 
Sundays,  
I hrs per












consumer questions On very  !Ow 
priced meat service No selling 
work. Neat appearance and friendly
 
speaking
 manner essential  
in 
terviews  798 
4900,  Mr Grey,  
Crafts Wanted: Hand 
made things 
with ideas, love & care; used books. 
awareness.  
Christmas  items, 
etc
 On 
consignment  Thrift Craft & Recycle 
279.2735.  
Needed: A 
caller and a band that 
can  
work together fOr a Square dance 













 candy route. Good 












Rooms across campus -
kitchen privileges,
 ample parking, 
util pd., cozy lounge, superb decor,  




 Single S115 mo. 535 
cleposa.






Rooms;  A 









Monte  Vista area. 




stove Org. no 












tt bk. SJS, 
Females
 5150 






blt  in 
kitch 449 5 10th St   
Male.  34, has 
31IR.2BA  to 
share
 w M or 
F 
ISISO. 2 $200, 
util inclu. Child
 or 
pet ok 328 
8444  dys. or 238 
4345 eves. 
IRK furnished 









 from 515U 
513011g. avail Nov 
I 556 5 





Apt.  576 5 51h No 
5 -Pool 
view,  coed rev 
em , trots, drpS. 
Parking.





Large Private Room 
block  SM. nr 
Luc ky's, bus, has














 Nife 10 18 5100 

































by Alpha Phi Omega 
presents 
Death Wish. starring 
Charles 
Bronson  Friday,
 Oct 31, 
Morris 
Dailey Aud $I 00 Two 
shows-  1 & 10 pm Next week Andy 
Warhol's 
Frankenstein 








it We're here. 
We care 
We
 want to listen Peer 
Drop.In Center.
 Student Union, 
Diablo
 Rm , Mon 
Thurs  10 4 pm, 
Fri 
10
 3 30 




 help with 
questions
 or problems about sex. 
Gay and bi welcome.
 Stop at Bldg. K 
Or 
call  777 
2966 
M.D. 





 girl 20 
78 It 
interested please send picture 
and  ,nformation to 812 
Levering
 












 75 cents 
Page 
and  up 
Fast. Accurate. 262 
1923 
Experienced typist for SJSU students 
and 




















is a small one or a large




 that we 
have been 
saving our customers





















Weight  loss, figure 








 joy. peace Of mind. 
FREE
 introductory
 classes. Classes 











Asbury St . Si 
(Off
 the Alameda, 
across from
 the YMCA) 





 to yOu 
personal
 










 create a 
splendid 
look
 for your wedding
 You 
can  also design 
a special 
memory  
with our invItatiOnS, custom
 veilS,  
and other wedding 
items. Order 
one 
or all A 
special





















Carbon)  Marcia 
Reynolds 578 7584 
Duality  Wedding Photography at low 
student
 rates Complete wedding 












Unwanted Hair Removed Per. 
manently
 235 E Santa Clara St 
8uite 
811 Phone 294 4499 AL 
Nanfelle Registered 
Electrologist  
Typing -Term papers, theses. 
etc 
Experienced and 























anywhere  in 
the















your  choice, a 
gold
 and 




 set Of 

















Additional  retouched 
textured 
colorprints  may 
be 
purchased
 at any 
time. with 5 's at
 51 00 each, and 8 



















 invitations and 
accessories 
are available


















until  10 










chew and math 
by grad 
student  LOW 
rates.  Call 
Gary  at 
2721302 evenings 
Writing 






Typing, editing Call John. 226 7034 
Hair 
Removed Professionally





 Tutoring,  
most  
topics Call










 compose) 65 cents 
plus




 year round CONTACT 
ISCA  11687 San Vicente Blvd No 4 
Los Angeles, Ca. 90049 











Mexico by Train Daily departures 
Nogales 6 days, 5 nights: S99 per 
Person
 plus tax service Incl. 
Round  
trip to Mazatlan 
via private com 
partment Pullman accomm Deluxe 
motel for three 
eights. Fiesta Cruise 
Into
 Reserv Toll free 800 634 3451 
Men-Woment JOBS ON SNIPS! 
American.
 FOreign NO experience 
required Excellent pay Worldwide 


























PASSES LOW COST TRANS.
 
ATLANTIC FLIGHTS...YOUTH 





TACT ROI B. DAVIS AT STUDENT 
SERVICE
 WEST, 215 E. SANTA 
CLARA NO 710, SAN JOSE. CA 
14081 
2174301  
SAN FRANCISCO TO NEW YORK 







AMERICAN AIRLINES 707 JET 
FIRST COME, FIRST SER 
PE -CONTACT:
 ROI B 
DAVIS...2117.1140 715 
E SANTA 
CLARA ST .50  710 SAN JOSE. 
CALIF. AVAILABLE
 ONLY TO 
STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF 
AND THEIR 
IMMEDIATE  
FAMILIES OF SJSU 




 Kong by Kat Jai 
Cal 
FAA
 Call after 2 30 294 0902 
Low Cost Charter 
Flights








London  on Pan Am 




Britain Sleep 4 
adults.
 2 
itl,Idren,  all 
ene.ectea  British 
European?  1937 Saratoga
 Ave 
San Jose,  95129 446 5252 
Wanted: Female 
companion  for a 
week 
of
 expense paid 
traveling  and 
vacationing








 Death Wish, 
'terrine 
Charles 
Bronson  Friday. Oct
 31, 




















































































































 Day is a 
national 
women's strike day 
designed
 to call attention to 
the importance of 






























President  John Rico 
was supposed to 
announce  
his  veto of a $300 
allocation  to 
the United






















































for  a 
horror  film 
festival 
held  last 
night  in the 
Student Union. Besides the films there 
was a pumpkin 
carving contest. The even 
ing was sponsored by 

















 arts, not 
politics  
By Ellen Linscon Lieberman 
Approximately 
150 
onlookers, mostly women, 
gathered at a picnic and 




celebrate Alice Doesn't 









they listened to feminist 





A program including 
poetry reading and in-





tist's consciousness raising 
group. 
"We don't need people 
talking about oppression. We 





emergence of women," said 
Dr. Ellen 
Boneparth, 
coordinator  of the 
event.  
Spardi,  the statue located 
on the patio's lawn, was 
"dressed" for the day in a 
flowered sheet
 by two 










Hoffman, Women's Center 
co-coordinator said, smiling. 
Buttons commemorating 








continued  from Page 1 
As a result, Anderson said, 
his office did not know 
whether to include in the 
FTE figures students who 
had registered late and were 
attending classes, but who 
had not yet paid their fees. 
Anderson said ap-
proximately 1,600 students 
participated in late 
registration and that most of 
them have "responded" to 





 in the 
FTE figures, Anderson said, 
but 
as a result, "there is no 
correspondence between the 
enrollment figures and the 
fee payment figures." 
Anderson said the in-
clusion 
of
 students who had 
not yet 
paid their fees did not 
significantly 
inflate
 the FTE 
figures, because 
the dif-
ference "is usually offset 
by 









from Page 1 
The 70 scholarships


















DAILY -9 a.m.-1 d.111. Sun -9 
a.m.  12 mid 
Books-Mags-Novelties-tapes
 






































































CENT  F 
STEVENS
 



















Much like the 
athletic 
program it 
is trying to 
support,
 the Spartan 
Foundation has
 a "team 






members into divisions and 
teams.
 
For example, Jim Noah, 
director of university 
relations, "captains" the 
49ers, a member of the 
Metropolitan Division. 
The top fund-raisers are 
given awards which 
executive director Ben 
Reichmuth described as 
"incentives" to the fund-
raisers. Labels such as 
''super star," 
"All-
American," and ''All -
conference" are 
assigned  to 
the 
most  successful fund-
raisers.  
AS. Vice
 President Rich 
Thawley 
was 
given  the 
Rookie of the Year 
award  at 
an awards banquet in May 
after he raised more than 
$2,000, more than any other 
first year
 member of the 
foundation.
 
The fund drive, lasting five 
weeks in the spring, brings in 
95 per cent of the funds for 




 in  our 
league 
and to be 
competitive  







 has also begun 
fund 
raising  for 
women's  
sports. 
This year is the first
 year 
that an 

































 into the 
area of 
raising funds
 for their 
teams 
as a result of 
the 
reduced 









 funds from the 
community 
from $500 five 
years ago to
 $6,000  this year. 
Reichmuth 
said  the in-
crease was 








fund-raising  was 
a point 
of
 concern for 
Youngblood 
















































"The  Spartan 
Foundation 










































































 and raise 
funds by 
himself."  
Youngblood, in his first 
semester at SJSU after 
having come from UC 
Berkeley, 
said
 the SJSU 
athletic director 
doesn't 
have enough control over the 
fund-raising foundation. 
-At California,
 the athletic 
director has complete 
control. The head of the Bear 
Backers I Cal's comparitive 
foundation) was put into the 
position of assistant athletic 












 IRS shows 
that in the
 1973-74 fiscal year, 
the last 





spent to bring in 
$80,628  
in community contributions. 




open to the public. 
Foundation executive 
director Ben  Reichmuth said 



















tax  form, the 
foundation answered no to 




 to governing 
bodies, trustees, officers, 


















university  are also 
members 
of the foundation. 
The question 
is meant to 
deal
 with cases 
when voting 
officers
 are in more


























 or fellowships. 
"We don't make any 
grants," 
Reichmuth  said. 
"We just
 give the university 
the money and they decide 
what to do with it." 
Diana 
Hansen,  a 
spokeswoman 





















Proceeds from the 600 
buttons sold go to the 
Women's Center and 









 encouraging  
people to 
"womancott"  the 
Spartan
 Shops were passed
 
out during
 the rally. 
"Business















Considering the limits of 
time, I think it worked out 












































































































and  Santa Clara 
Streets
 






masters 01 photography 
have
 always needed a 
photographic
 system that would
 allow the full expres-
sion  of their creativity 
Their choice since 
photog-
raphy s infancy has 
been the view camera 







 of photography 




 the New York 
skyline  through his 
apartment 
wmdow  no system 
has ever been 
devel-
oped  that can do 
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